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PART.A

(Answer all the Questions 5 x 2 = 10 Marks)

a Write any two properties of state transition matrix.

b What is controllability?

c Define state observer.

d Write the Classification of Nonlinearities.

e State Lyapunov instability theorem.
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Derive a solution of homogeneous state equation.

Obtain the state transition matrix of
l-6 1 GTe:l-ri o rI
L-6 0 0.8

OR

Explain state space representation of the system.

Obtain state transition matrix for the following system:

lrrl to 1ttx1i
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The state model of a system is given by
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Convcrt thc statc modcl to canonical form.
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OR

a Define Observability. What are the tests to find the Observability of a given system?

b The state equation is given by

Isil ffl L otirr] roi
lr:l=l* o r l[':l*[ c, [,,
lx:l Lc r. -31 Lv:i Lr ttJ

Test for controllability.

Explain the design of pole placement controller using state feedback.

OR

The state model is given by

frrl Io o :l[ril lol [*rl
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Convert the state model to controllable phase variable form.

Derive the describing function of backlash nonlinearities.

OR

Derive the describing function of saturation nonlinearities.

10 a State and prove Lyapunov stability theorem.

b Show the graphical representation of stability, asymptotic stability and instability.

OR

11 2
Consider the non-linear systemt rr = x21x2 - -xl - xi xz. investigate the stability of this

non-linear system around its equilibrium point at origin.
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